
W I T H  
C H A R A C T E R S

Booz Allen has come a long way since guiding our 
first client—the Illinois State Railroad—and pio-
neering management consulting. But we’ve never 
been constrained to a predetermined track. 

Our expertise, best practices, and work ethic have 
revolutionized how industries think over generations 
and taught us that the trades of 1914, while founda-
tional, can no longer push our clients forward. 

So we evolved. 

Today, we’re the leading generation of builders. 
We’re scientists, engineers, technologists, and 
storytellers inspired by collaboration and the 
desire to solve a problem that matters. It’s why our 
data scientists diagnose medical research with the 
latest algorithms, and our engineers prototype 
new technology to counter improvised explosive 
devices. It’s why our developers reboot the conven-
tions of software delivery, and our interns build 
models to detect human trafficking.

We’re at our best when the stakes are high and 
the problems are big. 

The truth is, we’re still keeping our clients on the 
tracks—and daring them to think beyond the pre-
dictable. We have always been driven by a united 
purpose to make the world better, safer, and more 
connected.  We’ve simply expanded how we do it.

Booz Allen starts with characters. And you can  
be one of them. If you see yourself in these 
characters and you want to leave an imprint on 
the world, then join us. 

We’re waiting for you.

B O O Z A L L E N . C O M / C A R E E R S

BOOZ ALLEN STARTS  
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Management consulting is a $200 billion global industry of analyzing  
problems and developing plans for better performance. It’s about determining 
which business models to follow, products to build, investments to grow,  
and how to structure management when an organization undergoes change. 

And it’s in the middle of a transformation.

Digital technology has disrupted the status quo of businesses everywhere 
and changed the paradigm for how the management consultant delivers 
solutions. The shift to a data-driven economy, led by the rise of cheap, powerful 
cloud computing, has clients demanding new answers for increasingly 
complex, technology-centric problems. 

T H E 
M A N A G E M E N T 
C O N S U LT A N T



In a world where business value is increasingly 
created on software platforms, the Booz Allen 
management consultant will be a strategist who 
can also program in Python, or an engineer who 
can pragmatically explain new business models 
enabled by distributed ledgers.  

T O M O R R O W ’ S  M A N A G E M E N T 
C O N S U L T A N T
Tomorrow’s biggest challenges chiefly include 
growth, digital transformation and user experience, 
cost cutting, environmental and social responsibil-
ity, security and risk, and change management. 
And the management consultant creates value by 
coupling business insights with knowledge of tech-
nology, analytics, and service design to solve those 
challenges. They fall into one of three types.

Tech-savvy strategists are classic generalists who 
“minor” in a technology or information disciplines 
like analytics, digital UI/UX, or DevOps. They work 
to identify technological ways to increase revenues, 
cut costs, or outmaneuver competitors. They join 
Booz Allen from top-tier programs and look to 
invigorate clients with modern spins on traditional 
consulting approaches.

Business-savvy technologists speak in business 
language and have experience in designing, 

S O F T  S K I L L S ,  H A R D  P R O B L E M S
The management consultant understands their 
client’s mission as their clients do. They frame 
problems correctly (and frame correct problems), 

gather valuable data, and 
synthesize a practical 
answer. Their recommen-
dations are born of knowl-
edge and experience,  
not intuition. They’re the 
ultimate change agent, 
committed to helping 
clients win support and 
institute the transforma-
tions they need. 

These characteristics 
have always defined 

the management consultant. Challenges excite 
them, and fitting pieces together to solve a client’s 
puzzle is what they savor most. Since 1914, the 
Booz Allen management consultant has devised 
business and IT strategies, implemented organiza-
tional redesigns and developments, reengineered 
business processes, and managed change for 
some of the world’s biggest and most dynamic 
organizations.  

The challenges these dynamic organizations face 
require equally dynamic individuals focused on 
solving them. The management consultant is just 
that—a creative, collaborative, business-savvy 
connector who moves fast, yet stays grounded in 
economics and business operations. 

Traditionally, the management consultant has 
been seen as a generalist: a voracious learner who 

testing, and launching new services 
and products. They embrace a lean 
startup mindset and believe in proto-
typing with real clients and customers. 
Whether you’re from Silicon Valley or 
Silicon Alley, you can help introduce 

leading tech nology platforms to some of the biggest 
federal and commercial clients out there.

Industry-savvy quants have backgrounds in 
research, analytics, and core mission-oriented 
functions and have a sixth sense for what it takes 
to drive change within a client’s organization. 
We love evolving them into light data scientists, 
schooled in emerging modeling techniques and 
technologies to inform problem-solving. 

These new pioneers are 
user-centered, digital, and 
diverse. They never stop 
learning and stay one step 
ahead of their clients. 
They are management 
consultants, after all. 

can add value to just about everything. While they 
may not know the single answer to a problem, 
they do know the dozen analyses that need to be 
performed to find it. 

Tomorrow’s management consultant, however, 
won’t settle for generalities. 

T O D A Y ’ S  F U T U R E  I S  T O M O R R O W ’ S  P A S T
For much of the last 50 years, consultants created 
value through clever financial restructuring, 
mergers and acquisitions, and strategic position-
ing recommendations delivered to a client in a 
final presentation after 
a few months of work. 
Most, but not all, gradu-
ated from top-tier MBA 
programs and deployed 
generalist business strat-
egy skills to solve client 
problems. 

Today’s clients have been to business school, 
have a CPA, or have been consultants themselves. 
They are increasingly asking outside experts  
to bring non-traditional solutions to address their 
top priorities.  

Whether it’s “Uber-ifying” a mobile app to create 
a frictionless customer experience, deploying 
data scientists and enterprise architects to build 
a new financial product platform, or creating 
an IT strategy that works with existing clouds 
and sales tools, the problems have changed. 
Traditional generalists simply aren’t equipped  
to solve them. 

Classic Problems the 
Management Consultant Solves

 + Businss and IT Strategy

 +  Organizational Design and  
Development

 + Shared Services

 + Change Management

 + Business Process Reengineering

 +  Customer Relationship Management

 + Performance Management

Tomorrow's Management 
Consultants

 + The Tech-savvy Strategist

 + The Business-savvy Technologist

 + The Industry-savvy Quant

Digital Disruption

CEOs expect to make 40% of corpo-
rate revenue from digital channels  
by 2019, and digitally driven manage-
ment consulting will grow by 12.6% 
CAGR in that same time frame.

They’re the ultimate change agent, committed 
to helping clients win support and institute the 
transformations they need.
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T H E 
C L O U D 

A R C H I T E C T
Rapid evolution of the cloud market has introduced new IT challenges, as 
organizations move from closed, proprietary systems to open agile enterprises. 

Organizations struggle to traverse this digital terrain alone. They must swap 
heavy capital investments in storage systems for variable, but on-demand, 
virtual computing resources. They want more speed and agility and can’t 
afford to guess at infrastructure capacity, nor the high costs of running and 
maintaining data centers. 

While many see these challenges as frustrating, the cloud architect thinks 
differently. They see digital not as it is, but as it could be. 



S H E R P A S  O F  S C A L E
Technology is evolving at a pace most struggle to 
keep, and tension exists between the operational 
necessity to maintain lumbering legacy systems and 
the imperative to invest in higher-order business 
needs through a modernized enterprise. From bare- 
metal interfaces to community-driven DevOps 
practices that scale micro-services across a multi-
cloud environment, every organization is some-
where along the spectrum of cloud transition.

The cloud architect is the Sherpa  
who guides the journey. They 
assess a client’s IT maturity, 
work with them to articulate 
and capture their blueprint for 
the future, and set a course to 
get there together. 

They’re trusted, resourceful  
leaders. They possess strategic 
knowledge of on-demand tech-

nology, platforms and providers, and know how to 
match the right tool to the right business problem. 

R E L A T I O N S H I P S  A R E  E V E R Y T H I N G
The cloud architect builds the connections 
between executives and application deployment 
teams. But they build confidence in cloud projects, 
too. They have an aptitude for managing vendor 
relationships, defining computing loads, negotiat-
ing licenses, and understand the dynamics of a 
virtual work environment in order to find the  
right cloud solution for a client.   

It’s a job that requires related, yet distinct skills. 
Chart a cloud adoption plan. Design a cloud appli-
cation. Broker a cloud management and monitor-
ing strategy. The cloud architect maps application 
architecture and deployment in virtual environ-
ments—public, private, and hybrid clouds—and 
acts as a companion who keeps clients up to date 
on the latest trends and issues.

But above all, the Booz Allen cloud architect leads. 
They’re adept at translating business problems and 
requirements into practical solutions that technical 
teams can build. This requires a communicator’s 
tongue, matched with a project management eye, 
attributes that allow them to overcome pressure to 
deliver on time and on budget.

Cloud-First,  
Says the President

In 2011, the White House 
released the Federal Cloud 
Computing Strategy report, 
mandating that government 
agencies must evaluate safe, 
secure cloud computing 
options prior to making any 
new investments in IT. 

What Happens When a Cloud Bursts?

Worldwide spending on public cloud services will grow at a 19.4% compound  
annual growth rate, from nearly $70B in 2015 to more than $141B in 2019.

Source: Forbes, Roundup of Cloud Computing Forecasts and Market 
Estimates, 2016

Booz Allen’s open source cloud broker platform allows 
clients to manage, automate, and control complex cloud 
environments. An intuitive front-end interface connects 
buyers to cloud products, and simplifies decision-making 
for enterprises with multiple cloud services. In December 
2015, the platform integrated with ManageIQ, the upstream 
open source community that forms the basis of Red Hat 
CloudForms. This integration marked a major step forward 
for cloud brokering and the unified management of infra-
structures and applications in hybrid cloud environments.

E X P L O R E  T H E  C O D E  A T :  https://github.com/projectjellyfish, 
O R  V I S I T :  projectjellyfish.org.  
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T H E 
D A T A 

S C I E N T I S T
Not everyone is willing to take the risks to solve the big problems. Even fewer 
are equipped to do so. They’re afraid of failure, and fixing a symptom instead 
of the underlying condition.

But, when the data scientist asks questions of data that nobody else thinks to 
ask, they cure healthcare inefficiencies, build anti-money-laundering models 
to thwart crime, program the future of artificial intelligence, drive advances 
in connected vehicles, and diagnose climate change.

The data scientist doesn’t care how big your data is, and they’re not interested 
in incremental change. They dare to transform society.  

Changing the World  
with Data Science

 +  Participates in the Booz 
Allen-sponsored Data 
Science Bowl, the world’s 
largest data science compe-
tition for social good

+   Takes part in the Hackathon 
for Hope to create analytical 
models to prevent genocide

 +  Partners with a nonprofit 
that maps human traffick-
ing networks

 +  Sponsors workshops to get 
middle and high school 
girls interested in STEM

They’re grounded in 
Hadoop, Python, and  
R. These languages allow  
them to run complex  
algorithms over raw data 
using techniques such  
as data classification,  
regression, and clustering.

An Eclectic & Diverse Team 

Booz Allen’s data scientists include  
a former artist, an architect, two 
rocket scientists, a forester, and 
multiple physicists. What’s more,  
Booz Allen employs the most female 
data scientists in the industry. 

The Biggest Problems

The data scientist dares to take on the 
most challenging problems in government 
and industry. 

 +  L I F E  S C I E N C E S :  
Prescribing new research and  
development processes for biophar-
maceutical companies

 +  D E F E N S E :  
Creating tools for the Navy to predict 
patient behavior and evaluate different 
scenarios at medical centers

 +  F E D E R A L  R E G U L ATO R Y :  
Streamlining medication review for 
regulatory bodies

 +  S P O R T S :  
Helping sports franchises optimize 
performance on the field, off the field, 
and in the stands

The data scientist has 
changed the perspective of 
business. Techniques like 
deep learning augment 
human intelligence and 
enable people to work more 
effectively and efficiently. 

The wearable revolution 
is democratizing data for 

a new generation of sports 
and fitness enthusiasts.
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There are questions that terrify millions and stir world leaders and CEOs in 
their sleep. Will North Korea develop a hydrogen bomb? Will Turkey continue 
to attack the Kurdistan Workers Party separatist group? Which Fortune 500 
company will be the target of the next crippling network attack? 

Rarely are there easy and immediate answers to these questions. Along with 
their scale and significance, it’s the element of mystery that makes them so 
scary. But it’s also what attracts the intelligence analyst to Booz Allen. 

The intelligence analyst sleuths to solve the major economic, military, diplomatic, 
and scientific problems with no clear answers. It’s a job as complex and opaque 
as assembling a 3-D jigsaw puzzle without the box cover.

T H E 
I N T E L L I G E N C E 

A N A L Y S T
The intelligence analyst seeks out raw information 
to establish connections and develop hypotheses 
of the most likely situational outcomes. It’s crucial 
for their analysis to be actionable, with predictions 
and options for leaders to best allocate resources 
and counter threats. Human lives and critical 
infrastructure are often at stake.

Critical thinking is a fundamental trait. They’re 
equal measure predictive detective and proac-
tive entrepreneur. Tirelessly, they search for the 
signs that point to what might happen next, and 

constantly consider new methods and tools to 
reach those conclusions faster. 

Strong research skills are likewise essential, 
as the intelligence analyst must scrutinize and 
synthesize information from a wide variety 
of sources. They’ll switch between long-term 
research to determine the decades-long effects  
of the UK’s potential exit from the European 
Union and quick-turn projects to uncover 
whether a terror group is planning an attack  
in the Sinai Peninsula.
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A N  I N T E G R A L  I N V E S T M E N T
The intelligence analyst plays an essential role in 
protecting our nation. With latitude to see their 
ideas put into action and the space to collaborate 
with beautiful minds, they discover skills and 
techniques critical to cracking their next case.  

Discover your next challenge at: 
B O O Z A L L E N . C O M / C A R E E R S .

T H E  S O F T E R  S C I E N C E S
The intelligence analyst is grounded in the social 
sciences, and sometimes, military intelligence. 
They couple traditional skills with domain experi-
ence in a particular region, language, or culture, 
or with technical expertise in engineering or 
programming. 

K N O W I N G  J U S T  T O  K N O W
Do you ever realize you’ve spent an hour cruising 
through Wikipedia articles when you only meant 
to look up one topic? The intelligence analyst finds 
fun in knowing things just for the knowing and 
drawing connections among things in the world 
around them. They’re inquisitive, creative, and 

intellec tually curious, 
with highly ana-
lytical minds. And 
they’re also voracious 
readers. 

Coming to Commercial 

The value of intelligence is growing beyond military and 
clandestine applications. Today, the commercial sector seeks 
the intelligence analyst's expertise. Industries include:  

 + Retail

 + Financial Services

 + Automotive

 + Oil and Gas

Adopting the Attitude

Like a gumshoe on stakeout, the intel-
ligence analyst blends into the culture 
of the client they are serving. They’re 
typically embedded on-site in civilian  
and military agencies. 

Critical thinking is a fundamental trait. 
They’re equal measure predictive  
detective and proactive entrepreneur.
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It’s 7:35 PM at a downtown Washington, D.C., restaurant. A plate of half eaten 
dumplings and soft drinks drank to the dregs litter the table. Every few minutes, 
an idea floats out from one of the half-dozen interns. It’ll land however it does—
either challenged, or celebrated—before they move on to the next.

10:30 AM the next morning, and the scene isn’t much different. Laptops running 
shell scripts and regression analyses replace the dumplings, and expo markers 
scatter the tables of a conference room. But the opinions keep flying. The problems 
they’re solving are big ones, as the intern challenges at Booz Allen range from 
ending human trafficking, to engineering a polygraph machine for Twitter, to 
installing cameras into quad-copters to find victims in the wake of a disaster. 

T H E 
I N T E R N S

S T A N D I N G  O U T  I N  A  C R O W D
But the intern isn’t limited to a group. They’re 
encouraged to pursue their own ideas. After hours, 
they scribble, scrap, and scheme up a pitch to 
solve a problem plaguing society. The winner gets 
invited back the following semester to create  
a proof of concept for their pitch. 

Whether alone or in groups, the intern shapes 
their own experience. With each brainstorm, 

answers become sharper and more defined. When 
they have an idea or a new opinion, they’re com-
pelled to share it with their colleagues. Buzzing 
teammates on GroupMe, or scheduling a pickup 
kickball game, the intern is always available to 
debate and collaborate with their peers. In this 
constant conversation, the intern finds not just 
inspiration, but friends, and the chance to make 
a difference in the world.

Collaborative challenges consume the intern from early morning to late 
evening. They have a perspective, and they’re not shy about sharing it. 
That’s by design. In diverse teams, it’s the ability to debate and examine 
their thinking that leads to greater clarity.
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T H E 
C R E A T I V E

Anyone can add more stuff to a deliverable: more fluff, more words, another 
idea, and extra details. But the creative see things differently. They know 
complex problems don’t always need complex solutions. In fact, more often 
than not, it’s the opposite. A complex problem, fully understood and elegantly 
presented, is simple to understand. 

The creative takes the time to learn the complexities of their clients’ audiences, 
to scrub their data, to comb through their research, and to extract the insights, 
but deliver something simple. Something enduring. Something memorable. 

The creative feels compelled to refine meaning by removing information. 
For them, simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. 



M A K I N G  >  T A L K I N G
“Where do your original ideas come from?” For 
the Booz Allen creative, they aren’t conjured up 
by magic, but discipline.  They are the output 
of a process-driven mandate to think differently 
through the assembly of associative, divergent, 
convergent, collaborative, and usually caffeinated 
thinking, combined with deep craftsmanship.  

Like their consultant and technical peers, the 
creative starts with a clear understanding of 
the problem. Research forms their common 
sense foundation. It’s a perpetual exercise in 
sifting through details and statistics, rotating 
ideas through associative contexts and market 
research—stepping back to let the notes and 
connections ruminate—and transforming diver-
gent debate to informed opinions. Only then do 
they arrive at an original perspective that others 
haven’t considered.   

At times this means the creative will serve up 
answers to questions their clients didn’t ask or 
couldn’t have imagined. They do this because 
they’re not interested in listing out a menu of all 
the possible solutions (they’re not solely produc-
tion artists, after all). They’re attracted to the 
business problems implied by a client’s request.

But, like the developer who would rather ship code, 
or the engineer who prefers to prototype a minimum 
viable product, the Booz Allen creative knows that 
making something creates more value than talking 
about it. And they have the splinters to prove it. 

B I G  P R O B L E M S  T O  S O L V E
The Booz Allen creative touches every part of 
business. They’re at their best when the prob-

lems are big and when 
they’re associating the 
ideas of management 
consultants with think-
ing from engineers, data 
scientists, and others. 

The engineer can 
show you how to build 
something, but the 
creative motivates you to 
pick it up and play with 
it. Together, they tackle 

the business problems of motivation, experience, 
awareness, engagement, and participation.

A  T E A M  O F  T R A D E S
The creative builds success not as a lone inventor,  
but as part of a diverse team of highly skilled 
tradespeople who chisel, plane, and join together 
the different parts of a single idea. They don’t just 
value collaboration; they’re inspired by it. 

Daily, they roll up their sleeves and join forces with 
writers, strategists, and technologists. They share a 
common desire to make something useful that will 
also amaze. It’s why they get in early and stay late. 

T H E  T A S T E  O F  S U C C E S S
Clients are becoming more astute about how they 
buy strategy, design, and creative services. They 
know the way their audiences experience things 
matters. Giving them a flavor they enjoy and one 
they’ll want to try again is essential to success. 
These clients have the ability to wonder but often 
lack the skill to execute. The creative helps deliver 
on that promise. 

Getting the flavor of those experiences just right 
is a delicate balance. Too bland and the taste won't 
linger. Too rich and people will assume the solu-
tion is either artificial or overbearing. But when 
the recipe is just right, the experience creates 
something memorable and enjoyable that spills 
over long after the moment has passed. 

We’ve all tasted it. It’s the difference between the 
right word and the almost right word in a line of 
copy, the intuitive functionality of a web app that 
anticipates your behavior, or the experience design 
of a training that motivates you to keep learning.      

It’s that taste that clients have come to expect. 
More importantly, it’s what creatives have come to 
expect from themselves. 

Sound fun? You bet it is. 

Creative vs. Art

Creative is the original idea that solves a business problem. 
Art is the applied expression of that creative. It can take 
the form of a product design, a mobile app, a speech, visual 
identity, video, brand strategy, event experience, or whatever  
is needed to solve the problem. 

Creative Roles at Booz Allen

 + Creative Director

 + Art Director

 + Designer

 + Animator

 + Producer

 + Videographer

 + Copywriter

 + Brand Marketing Strategist

The Booz Allen creative touches 
every part of business.

The Value of Creative

"Creativity will rise from the 10th 
most valuable business skill in 
2015 to 3rd by 2020."
  —Future of Jobs Report,  

World Economic Forum
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As the consultant’s consultant, the talent agent is at the heart of the Booz 
Allen experience. They work to attract talent to Booz Allen and to discover 
and promote the things that keep them here. Yet, when you peel away the 
analytics, development, actions, and empathy, the talent agent cultivates  
the answer to a single question: “Why Booz Allen?”  

T H E 
T A L E N T  A G E N T

T H E Y  C O N N E C T  Y O U  T O  C L I E N T S
The talent agent is the face and the voice of 
Booz Allen recruiting. The job requires constant 
balance of client needs and technical skill, with 
cultural fit and marketing savvy. The talent agent 
collaborates with teams across the business to 
analyze market and growth opportunities and 
couple those insights with creative strategies to 
find compelling, qualified candidates. 

T H E Y  C A R E  A B O U T  Y O U R  W O R K
Careers at Booz Allen are an assembly of multiple 
jobs and experiences. Talent may work on several 
projects over the course of a career. It’s a function 
of expanding interests and business realities.  
As client engagements end and original capabili-
ties emerge, the talent agent connects teams to 
potential clients and talent to fresh opportunities. 
Facilitating new ideas and perspectives is essential 
to maintaining an inspired workforce.
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T H E Y  A R E  I N V E S T E D 
I N  Y O U R  G R O W T H
Learning and develop-
ment is inextricably linked 
to advancement at Booz 
Allen. Whether it’s acquir-
ing new skills to broaden 
perspective or further refining the depth of one 
particular capability, the talent agent helps here, 
too. They have developed and instructed more 
than 1,000 virtual and in-person courses that 
expand the potential of Booz Allen’s talent with 
skills the business needs.

T H E Y  K N O W  D I F F E R E N C E S  M A T T E R
Diversity isn’t just a core value at Booz Allen—it’s 
a necessity. Booz Allen’s clients represent diverse 
backgrounds, ideas, and agendas, and the talent 
agent knows the firm must do the same—and 
more—to inspire them. It’s why they create space 
for conversations and empower agendas and 
forums that champion a culture of inclusion. It’s a 
business imperative. Original ideas are the output 
of divergent viewpoints and backgrounds that are 
given the support to experiment and fail forward.

T H E Y  R E C O G N I Z E  T H E  W O R K  Y O U  D O 
The talent agent knows life doesn’t stop once you 
leave the office and understands that total rewards 
make a difference. Adoption assistance, elderly 
care, wellness programs, compensation tailored to 
fit individual needs, and more are all components 
of a competitive package that extends beyond sal-
ary and close of business. 

Learn more at B O O Z A L L E N . C O M / C A R E E R S .

The talent agent collaborates with teams across  
the business to analyze market and growth 
opportunities and couple those insights with 
creative strategies to find compelling, qualified 
candidates. 

You know it, and we know it. A great idea starts out life as 

little more than a hunch. At Booz Allen, we offer our talent 

dedicated iTime to devote to their passions and creative ideas 

—and be recognized for it. Whether you’re toying with an  

early intuition, developing the details, or pitching a complete 

solution, there’s iTime.

Join us, and start playing with the ideas that inspire you.

CAREERS.BOOZ ALLEN.COM

B E C A U S E  I D E A S  TA K E  T I M E
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Imagine a company where people tinker with UAVs to detect and rescue 
survivors within disaster response zones. Or reconfigure handheld facial 
recognition devices to help contain the spread of deadly disease. Or blast  
a micro-satellite the size of a coffeepot into space to measure the energy 
effects of shooting a sodium laser guide star directly at it. 

Building the awe-inspiring technologies of the future is part of the day-to-day for 
the Booz Allen engineer. Daily, they experiment with the latest scientific and 
mechanical tradecraft to make the world a better, safer, and more exciting place. 

T H E 
E N G I N E E R S



A  G A L A X Y  O F  P R O J E C T S
At Booz Allen, the stuff of science fiction is 
becoming reality. For the engineer, boredom is 
impossible here.

They transcend multiple work environments—
from whiteboarding in collaboration spaces to 
operating heavy machinery in prototyping labs—
and are encouraged to experiment with different 
techniques and tools. 

In rapid prototyping and production labs, for 
instance, they work with “pick and place” machines 
to assemble custom circuit boards, drills and  
milling equipment, laser cutters, “shake-and-bake” 
machines to test prototype durability, microscopes, 
and x-ray machines to debug circuit boards.

And they have to work fast. The engineer must 
design, prototype, and iterate through multiple 
versions to ensure technical solutions keep pace 
with rapidly changing client missions. Right now, 
Booz Allen’s engineers are:

 + Protecting the lives of civilians and warfighters 
by countering explosive devices and stopping 
ballistic missiles with identification and tracking 
algorithms

 + Creating biometric (face, eye, and fingerprint) 
recognition systems

 + Improving water purification systems 

 + Intercepting, identifying, and jamming RFID 
communication signals

 + Designing “five degree of freedom” flight 
motion systems

 + Configuring satellite and wireless communi-
cation infrastructure to better serve citizens

 + Discovering new applications for medical laser 
technologies

A L L I A N C E S  T H A T  A C C E L E R A T E
For the engineer, project teams of five to six 
are the norm. But it’s the ability to reconfigure 
teams, and swap out experts with distinct skill 
sets as needed that propels original solutions. 
The engineer routinely collaborates with secu-
rity experts who specialize in network vulnerabili-
ties, and data scientists who apply daring analytics 
techniques to extract new insights from data. 

The engineer knows diversity inspires ingenuity.

T H E  M I N D S E T  O F  A  M A S T E R
Strong communication skills are foundational for 
the engineer, who must translate systems require-
ments, characteristics, and capabilities to a wide 
variety of non-technical audiences. 

Academic equations lifted from textbooks have 
their applications, but the engineer isn’t welded 
to them. The skill of the Booz Allen engineer is to  
augment tradecraft with inquiry and build some-
thing original that solves the most significant 
challenges facing our world today.

Are you ready to blueprint your next career? 
Become a Booz Allen engineer. B O O Z A L L E N . C O M / C A R E E R S
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Engineering  
Roles

The Booz Allen  
engineer’s work 
falls under a  
variety of categories, 
including:  

 + Electrical

 + Mechanical

 + Forensic

 + Biometric

 + Bionuclear 

 + Optical

 + Industrial

 + IT infrastructure 

 + Aeronautical

 + Marine

 + Life sciences

 + Environmental

Make Your Imprint
We achieved great feats in our first 100 years.

We pioneered management consulting. We navigated

the U.S. Navy into the dominant presence of World War II.

We invented Harvey Balls. We coined the phrase

supply chain management.

And, in 1969, we were involved in the theoretical strategy for Apollo 11

that sent man to the moon.

We achieved all of this in 100 years. 

But the real question is: What do you want to achieve?

What problems will you solve 

in the dawn of our second century? Where will you

lead us next?

Our work has plumbed the depths of oceans, 

transformed the way entire industries work,

and made an imprint on an airless moon.

It’s time to make yours.

Join us, and solve a problem 

that matters.

B OOZ A L L E N .C OM/C A RE E R S

http://BoozAllen.com/careers
http://BoozAllen.com/careers


It’s Saturday night, and the software developer needs to make a grocery run. 
Before he leaves, his wife tells him, “Buy a gallon of milk, and if there are eggs, 
buy a dozen.” So he makes the trip, purchases the dairy, and returns home. 
When he walks in, though, his wife is confused. “Why did you get 13 gallons  
of milk?” she exclaims. “…Because there were eggs!” the developer replies.

Though the developer may have missed the eggs, his literal interpretation was 
sound. For rational, black-and-white thinking is what allows him to communi-
cate with machines and program them to do amazing things, from translating 
foreign languages to automating airplane landings.

T H E 
D E V E L O P E R



At Booz Allen, we ask a lot of our developers. 
Write clean code. Stand up databases. Stand up 
servers. Use Github to manage and curate code. 
Script automation software to test updates and 
develop new versions. Yet above all, work within 
a set of constraints—time, budget, technology, 
and more—and publish a tangible experience 
that dazzles users.

The developer thrives amidst this pressure, 
motivated by big challenges, from improving 
drug labels to reimagining how Americans  
visit national parks. But most of all, it’s the thrill 
they seek—because there’s nothing like watching 
your script change into a living application. 

A Bright Outlook for Coders

17%—projected growth in software developer employment from 
2014 to 2024. The average growth rate for all occupations is 7%.

Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,  
Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2016-17 Edition. 

Problems our Developers Solve:

 + Architecting modern client systems

 + Developing open frameworks and standards

 +  Transforming online experiences to improve business processes

They’re disciplined implementers, meticulous in deconstructing and 
translating complex instructions, and creative dreamers, spending  
downtime imagining new ways that code can transform how we live  
in and interact with the world.
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Living in Languages:

 + Java

 + JavaScript 

 + Ruby on Rails

 + Python

 + NET

 + C#

 + AngularJS

 + Ember

 + React

 + PHP



According to his congressional testimony, the U.S. Director of National 
Intelligence ranks cyber crime as the number one national security threat, 
ahead of terrorism, espionage, and weapons of mass destruction. Criminal 
exploitation of a single vulnerability could destabilize governments, crash 
economies, cripple industrial systems, or disrupt our way of life with nothing  
but keystrokes.

The Booz Allen security professional is a software engineer who thinks like 
the bad guys. They deploy the same shadow techniques and tools as the 
criminals they’re trying to catch and defend against. Knowing how mali-
cious hackers think and operate—and acting faster than they do—is how 
the security professional prevents attacks before they happen.

T H E 
S E C U R I T Y 

P R O F E S S I O N A L



B E T T E R  T H A N  B A D
The security professional 
is a specialist in binary 
reverse engineering and 
malware analysis with 
expertise in mobile, Windows application develop-
ment, and programming languages like C, Ruby, 
and Python. Their intuition, knowledge, and 
techcraft give them preemptive perspective over a 
client’s attack surfaces and potential vulnerabilities.

They’re committed to engineering inspired 
solutions to imperfect systems. Assignments are 
often characterized by small, elite teams having 
to beat goliath-sized problems and opposition. 
The occupation is a calling. 

If a weakness is 
exploited, however, the 
security professional is 
experienced in system-
atically isolating and 
removing malware and 
patching the software. 

But they don’t stop 
there. They then reverse 
engineer the malware 
to determine how it was 
developed, how it infil-

trated the infected system, and how the same code 
can be administered against the malicious hackers to 
limit or destroy their ability to conduct future attacks.

I N C O R R U P T I B L E  I N T E G R I T Y
The security professional serves as a guardian 
over their clients’ most sensitive information. 
They take that responsibility seriously.  
Yet, they’re investigative by nature. They’re 

trained to sniff out vulnerabilities in network 
data, code, and firmware that would seem meaning-
less to the ordinary person.

Incorruptible integrity, therefore, is essential. 
They know the value of silence and responsible 
disclosure.

T E N A C I O U S  E T H I C
Defending an industrial control system or 
building a honey pot to trap malicious actors is 
a relentless occupation. No one knows when the 
next attack will happen. Just that it will.

The security professional has to operate with persis-
tent fortitude. They don’t take shortcuts. And they 
never give up. But they 
don’t find it exhausting. 
They’re fascinated by 
their craft. Productive 
even in downtime, they 
spend their evenings tenaciously working on their 
own projects—from building robots, to tinkering 
with Aruino chipsets, to hacking into their home 
thermostat systems.

Like the systems and adversaries they defend 
and besiege, the security professional never 
turns off. They can’t afford to. They work as part 
of a patriotic band of coders, technologists, and 
analysts who solve the impossible parts of wicked 
problems—before they become CNN headlines. 

You can, too. B O O Z A L L E N . C O M / C A R E E R S .

Cyber attacks come from a 
variety of sources, such as:

 +  Phishing attacks, or emails 
designed to look legitimate  
but contain malicious links

 +  Peripheral networked systems, 
such as those that control  
enterprise systems

 +  “Zero-day” vulnerabilities, or  
software holes previously 
unknown to the vendor

 + Security system misconfigurations

Booz Allen security professionals 
were solving IoT problems before 
there was an Internet of Things

"Employment of security professionals is projected 
to grow 18% from 2014 to 2024, much faster than 
the average for all other occupations."
 —Bureau of Labor Statistics
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In 2015, Booz Allen co-developed and sponsored the inaugural 

Aspen Ideas Award, celebrating those original ideas with the 

potential to impact our society and global communities. Over 100 

Festival presenters and Aspen Scholars submitted ideas last year, 

ranging from delivering better healthcare to addressing global 

sustainability. In 2016, who knows what ideas might change the 

world. We’ll find out in Aspen.

A S P E N  I D E A S  
F E S T I V A L  2 0 1 6
ASPEN, COLORADO • JUNE 23–JULY 2

http://BoozAllen.com/careers


The pace of change is potent at Booz Allen. It’s a constant whirl of new 
programming languages, new partner investments, and new contracts moving 
in step with client problems, fresh ideas, and alternative revenue models.

Booz Allen has led the professional services industry for more than a century. But 
there’s need for new skills as client delivery models are refined and expanded to 
productize services and software. Working out what solutions to commercialize, 
analyzing where to invest, how to sell, and being smart enough to know when  
to change nothing requires a new type of ringleader: The product manager.

But for all the speed and orchestration, their intuitions are balanced by a single 
question: Is the problem persistent, pervasive, and something a market is 
willing to pay to solve?

T H E 
P R O D U C T 
M A N A G E R



N E W  V A L U E — N O T  J U S T  N E W  T H I N G S
A typical product company will look for a problem 
to solve, invent a way to solve it, and build a sales 
pipeline to export it. Productization at a services 
company, however, is more intricate. The product 
manager is essential for a consulting firm 
experimenting with alternative revenue models. 
There’s more to consider. And the approach is 
often more sophisticated. 

Potential products from service 
companies are usually created 
from solving specific client 
problems. The product man-
ager’s research and skills are 
vital to determine if the solution 
can and should be productized, 
or whether to keep it as a propri-
etary, internal tool.    

It starts with market analysis. 
Understanding the competitive 
landscape, investigating how Booz 
Allen’s scientists and engineers 
are solving a problem, and sizing 
the scope of potential opportuni-
ties underpin how potential prod-

ucts could build business for the firm. The product 
manager’s mission is similar to other roles at Booz 
Allen: build new value—not just new things. 

M U L T I L I N G U A L
The product manger speaks several languages. 
They have to, as they’re often the conduit between 
technology and business. They’re technically 
proficient enough to debate new features with 

developers and engineers and translate those 
insights to business analysts through a financial 
and marketing vocabulary. 

As a result, the product manager routinely aggre-
gates their time around short bursts of dedicated 
efforts on several disparate topics. They regularly 
spin between finance, creative, and strategy in a 
single day.  

T H E  S W E E T  S P O T
New business models and revenue streams are 
indispensible to growth. A vibrant products busi-
ness adds to conventional client delivery models. 
In fact, the most successful products and managed 
services are those that augment Booz Allen’s 
consulting solutions. 

Whereas some product companies seek to sell 
units of software and hardware, Booz Allen 
propels our core business through products. 
The best products are those where the firm has an 
existing market presence and the product creates 
opportunity to deliver related consulting services.

By licensing a product, Booz Allen can both gener-
ate incremental growth after a contract ends and 
build affinity with a client in order to win future 
business. 

Whether through reseller agreements, additions 
to existing work, or entirely new business models, 
the product manager directs it all.

Booz Allen Products 
Visit pit.bah.com to explore 
the products

 + Argo

 + Cyber4Sight

 + E3

 + HealthMap

 + MedWatcher

 + Nemesys

 + Pilotmate

 + Project Jellyfish

 + Polaris

 + Raptor 7

 + Sailfish

Is the problem persistent, pervasive, and  
something a market is willing to pay to solve?
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DVR
SOLUTIONS

RAPTOR

Booz Allen has a 100-year history of consulting and providing valuable solutions  
to our clients. Now, we're racing into the future with a portfolio of products and 
managed services. Visit the Product Information Tool (The PIT) today to browse 
our software and hardware solutions that span forensics, security, project 
management, and surveillance.  

http://pit.bah.com


T H E 
S Y S T E M S 

I N T E G R A T O R
Systems power our world and our way of life. They’re what enable healthcare  
to function efficiently, military branches to connect and share information 
instantaneously, materials to be transported across the country, and the 
lights to stay on. They’re big in scale and bigger in significance. They’re also 
the biggest, most challenging, and most complex technical development 
projects to execute. 

The systems integrator knows what it takes to make massive systems function in 
harmony. They combine the art of agile development with the science of change 
management, and they smile at the challenges. Because it’s the systems 
integrator who ensures that, when you finally turn the system on, it works. 



N E X T  G E N E R A T I O N  
P R O J E C T  M A N A G E M E N T
The culture of software development has 
fundamentally transformed. Water fall 
development processes that produce 
siloed systems have given way to agile 
methodologies that enable interconne-
cted, interoperable enterprises. 

For years, there has been a tacit 
assumption that most systems develop-
ment projects will run late and under-
perform when delivered. Not anymore.

The systems integrator is a next-generation 
project and technology manager who oversees 
everyone embedded in large-scale software 
development projects. They understand the 
dependencies among roles and maximize the 
number of possible connections among people, 
technology, and services along the way.

S Y S T E M S  N E E D  P E O P L E  T O  W O R K
The systems integrator is a technical generalist 
who understands business, software develop-
ment, data, and security requirements alike, 
as well as associated challenges. And while 
they live and breathe ISO 9001 standards, and 

have the Agile Manifesto 
memorized by heart, they 
know systems need people 
to work. 

That’s why they value 
individuals and interactions 
over processes and tools, 
customer collaboration over 
contract negotiation, and 

delivering functional software over presenting 
documents and diagrams.

Who It Takes to Deliver a System

 + Data Architects

 + Data Engineers

 + Process Engineers

 + Project/Program Managers

 + Test Engineers

 + User Experience Engineers

 + User Support Analysts

 + Software Architects

 + Software Configuration Managers

 + Software Engineers

 + Software Requirements Engineers

 + Acquisition and Logistics 

 + Case Management 

 + Cyber Intelligence 

 + Data Analytics 

 + Digital Government 

 + Financial Management 

 + Fraud Detection 

 + Knowledge Management 

 + Mission Support 

 + Payments and Grants 

Types of Systems Delivery Projects

K N O W I N G  T H E  U N K N O W N
The systems integrator changes how organiza-
tions engage and manage contractors, contracts, 
stakeholders, management, and above all, the 
end-user community for whom the systems 
intend to serve. They thrive in flux and demand 
dedication and practiced team persistence in 
every project they touch.

It’s what makes the moment so exhilarating when 
a system is finally built and ready to be turned 
on. But the systems integrator is prepared, having 
planned for this instant. They activate the system, 
and a wide smile spreads across a client’s face 
because it works like magic.

Only it’s not magic; it just works like it should.

They thrive in flux, and demand dedication and  
practiced team persistence in every project they touch.
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Booz Allen’s System of Systems Integrators

 + 3,000+ Systems Delivery Professionals
 +  1,400+ Microsoft Certified Professionals, Architects, Application  

Developers, Database Administrators, and System Administrators
 +  500+ Certified Scrum Masters, ICAgile Certified Professionals,  

and Project Management Institute  Agile Certified Practitioners
 + 400+ Certified Systems Delivery Program Managers
 + 300+ Certified Software Requirements and Test Engineers
 + 250+ Certified Data Architects and Engineers
 + 125+ Certified Java/JavaScript Developers
 +  100+ Oracle Certified Database Administrators and Engineers
 + 80+ Amazon Web Services Cloud Certified Architects



Leadership demands perspective. The ability to translate vision into reality,  
to do the right things, and not just do things right. Each meeting, each 
employee interaction and critical decision is an opportunity to see across  
the business, to evaluate which opportunities to pursue and which to leave 
behind, to set a path forward, and to manage the risk of the journey. 

T H E 
E X E C U T I V E



0 7 5 5 – 0 8 4 5 :  

T R I A N G U L A T I N G  B U S I N E S S
A herd of kids are shepherded down the driveway. 
After settling who gets the middle seat and what 
radio station to listen to (this time), a short beep 
on the horn gets the convoy under way. Inside 
the car, a ringtone punctures backseat chatter 
and Taylor Swift lyrics. The executive glances 
down at the controls on her steering wheel. It’s  
a typical school run.

"It's a work call," says the oldest, eyes glued to 
Snapchat. It’s her second call of the morning—first 
from the road—and already she has solved break-
fast, a homework dispute, and a budget issue. 

Days of back-to-back meetings are the norm, and 
so these early morning calls are essential. Usually 
scheduled within the last 48 hours, these calls 
give the executive brief moments with her peers 
to triangulate their agendas and move their 
respective businesses forward. Subjects vary from 
proposal captures to staffing decisions, strategy 
discussions to business operations. And amidst 
serious business talk, there’s always time for a 
joke or a question about the news. 

This morning’s first road call, however, is differ-
ent. A young woman hopes to steal a few minutes 
one-on-one in-between meetings. “Absolutely. We’ll 
make it work. I’ll find some time and let you know 
when I get in,” says the executive. She has men-
tored this employee for the last year, and making 
the time to counsel her is time worth protecting. 

1 2 3 0 – 1 4 1 5 :  
N A V I G A T I N G  C A R E E R S
Booz Allen is a fluid organization. It’s structured, 
but pliable. While executives are accustomed to 
the pace and shift in priorities, acclimating to 
it takes time. That’s the message the executive 
gives her mentor during their conversation. Her 
next meeting is with a client in a different city. 
But she removes the sense of urgency from the 
moment to answer her mentee's questions and 
offer warm advice.

The connections you make at Booz Allen are 
invaluable. Yes, you’ll meet colleagues and 
clients. Some may become close friends. But it’s 
the ability to manage those relationships, extract 
value from them by asking for help at the right 
moments, and giving back to them without 
being asked that is the mark of a leader. It’s how 
you navigate a successful career at Booz Allen, 
and how the executive guides business opportu-
nities for their people to grow into.  

Booz Allen prides itself on its ability to move 
leaders around the business. About 10 percent 
of executives are rotated to new markets or posi-
tions each year. They enjoy the challenge and 
know it’s one of the ways Booz Allen invests in 
their careers. Rotation builds a more rounded, 
more connected leader and invigorates busi-
nesses with original perspectives. 

About 10 percent of executives are rotated to new markets 
or positions each year.

0 8 4 5 – 1 2 3 0 :  

B A S E  C A M P
The executive’s office is a base camp. It’s a place 
to set out from. She spends less than half her 
time there, as a workday can traverse three cities 
and span company and client offices. 

The executive’s office is a base camp. It’s a place to set  
out from.

The morning is split between conference calls 
and in-person meetings. It’s a flurry of setting 
the direction for teams, weighing decisions, and 
connecting clients to talent, talent to resources, 
and resources to emerging problem sets. It 
requires an enterprise perspective. The execu-
tive is charged with seeing across the business, 
setting a vision, managing risk and operations, 
and evaluating what opportunities to pursue. 
It’s a job of constant movement, balanced by an 
uncanny ability to dedicate her full attention to 
the task at hand.

1 4 1 5 – 1 8 0 0 :  
C L I E N T  S I T E
A new city brings fresh challenges. Many of the 
executive’s teams work on client sites, and she 
always makes a point to meet with them when 
they’re in the same office. Leaning against the 
wall in a conference room, she chats casually 
with them before the day’s big meeting. 

In this collaborative session, the executive and her 
team talk through challenges, celebrate successes, 
and share updates on the business. On more 
than one occasion, she admits to not knowing an 
answer, but she smiles nonetheless, because she 
knows who to call to find out.

The last meeting of the day is with another client. 
It’s a chance to shape a new opportunity and rise 
up the project lead on the existing task order. 
After setting some context around Booz Allen’s 
capabilities, she positions the project lead to run 
the meeting. They share a similar vision and the 
executive is committed to creating the space for 
the lead to develop his executive voice. 

The executive is charged with  
seeing across the business, setting  
a vision, managing risk, and  
evaluating what opportunities  
to pursue.
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